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Algorithm 1 Continuous HCA. 

// Continuous HCA 

Input: IM data, machine data number ‘i’, total number of machine data items ‘N’ 

Output: IM data satisfying multiple objectives 

Step 1: Choose current IM data as initial data 

Step 2: Threshold value for slip F 1 ( y ) < 0.03 

Step 3: Threshold value for rotor current F 2 ( y ) = 6.5 A 

Step 4: Threshold value for starting torque F 3 ( y ) = 1.5 Nm 

Step 5: Threshold value for power factor F 4 ( y ) = 0.75 

Step 6: while ( i ≤ N ) 

Step 7: For each machine data item 

Step 8: Calculate the four objective function data items using (9), (11), (12) and (15) 

Step 9: If (calculated value satisfies all the objective functions) 

Step 10: IM data are collected for local search 

Step 11: Else 

Step 12: IM data are not collected for local search 

Step 13: Increment machine data number and repeat until condition is satisfied 

Step 14: End if 

Step 15: End for 

Step 16: End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

efficiency IM data) are identified by means of discrete HCA. Discrete HCA is initiated with an arbitrary solution for address-

ing the efficiency issues and then finds the exact state space, (i.e., IM data) to identify the enhanced solution by varying a

single element of the solution. If the change creates an enhanced solution, an incremental change is implemented for the

new solution and repeated until no additional enhancement is identified. 

To satisfy the multi-objective function, the threshold conditions of four objective functions must be satisfied. The thresh-

old values for slip, rotor current, starting torque and power factor are 0.03, 6.5 A, 1.5 N-m and 0.75 respectively. The calcu-

lated value of slip and rotor current must be less than the threshold value. The calculated value of starting torque and power

factor must be greater than the threshold value. The continuous hill climbing algorithm is used to perform the global search

to identify the machine data that satisfy the four objective functions. The identified IM data are collected for performing the

local search. The algorithmic flow of continuous HCA is described in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1 describes the process of a continuous HCA for collecting the IM data satisfying the objectives. After collecting

these data, the discrete HCA is used for local search purposes; to identify the IM data set that produces higher efficiency.

The discrete HCA is an iterative algorithm that is initiated with random IM data and which then calculates the efficiency of

current IM data. The IM efficiency is formulated as 

Induction Machine Efficiency = 

P out 

P in 
(16)

In (16) , the IM efficiency is calculated. ‘ P out ’ is the output power and ‘ P in ’ represents the input power of the IM. The input

power is given by, 

P in = V ∗ I ∗ cos ∅ (17)

In (17) , ‘ V ’ and ‘ I ’ denote the supply voltage and current. The output power is calculated as 

P out = P r − I r 
2 R r − mechanicalloss (18)

where, P r = P in − statorloss . 

In (18) , the output power of the IM is calculated. After calculating the IM efficiency, a comparison is carried out with

the efficiency of the neighboring IM data set. If the current IM data produce an enhanced result, the current data are taken

as the optimal solution. Otherwise, the enhanced performance data set is taken as the current data. The process is iterated

until no further enhancements are identified. The algorithmic steps of the discrete HCA are described in Algorithm 2 . 

4. Simulation settings 

The proposed HC-LSO technique was simulated using MATLAB/Simulink 2015b with a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i3 processor,

4GB RAM, and Windows 7 platform. The proposed HC-LSO technique used to obtain the optimal design of three IMs is

compared with two existing methods [1,2] . The parameters of IM 1, 2 and 3 and their values are given in Tables 1–3 . 

5. Results analysis 

In this section, the results of the Hill Climbing Based Local Search Optimization (HC-LSO) technique are analyzed. The

performance of the HC-LSO technique is compared with existing techniques [1,2] . The HC-LSO technique considers a frame-

work of three different IM data sets for conducting a simulation in MATLAB. The performance of the HC-LSO technique is

evaluated along with the following metrics, with the help of tables and graphs. 
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Algorithm 2 Discrete HCA. 

// Discrete HCA 

Input: IM data 

Output: Improved IM efficiency 

Begin 

Step 1: Define multi-objective function F ( y ) 

Step 2: Choose current IM data from collected data as initial data 

Step 3: Do 

Step 4: N = neighbors ( current IM data ) [ E N = E N 1 , E N 2 , E N 3 , E N 4 …E Nn ] 

Step 5: Evaluate the efficiency of current IM data ‘ E C ’ using (16) 

Step 6: Evaluate the efficiency of next neighboring IM data ‘ E N ’ using (16) 

Step 7: If E C > E N 
Step 8: Current IM data set is optimal 

Step 9: Else 

Step 10: Choose the neighboring IM data as the current IM data 

Step 11: Repeat steps 4–10 until ( TerminationCcriterianotmet ) 

Step 12: End if 

Step 13 End 

Table 1 

Induction machine 1. 

Parameter Value 

Number of poles 4 

Supply voltage 400 V 

Power 7.5 kW 

Frequency 50 Hz 

Maximum speed 30 0 0 rpm 

Table 2 

Induction machine 2. 

Parameter Value 

Number of poles 6 

Supply voltage 400 V 

Power 30 kW 

Frequency 50 Hz 

Maximum speed 40 0 0 rpm 

Table 3 

Induction machine 3. 

Parameter Value 

Number of poles 6 

Supply voltage 400 V 

Power 22 kW 

Frequency 50 Hz 

Maximum speed 970 rpm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1. Measurement of rotor current 

Rotor current is defined as the ratio of the product of slip and emf induced by the rotor to the impedance of the rotor.

It is measured in terms of amperes (A). The rotor current is measured using Eq. (11) . When the rotor current is lower, the

technique is said to be more efficient. 

Table 4 shows the comparative results of the rotor current based on slip in the range 0.003–0.03, using three methods,

namely, the HC-LSO technique and two existing methods [1,2] . Therefore, the rotor current using the proposed HC-LSO tech-

nique is less than for other existing methods. The rotor current of IM 1 is less than that of IM 2 or IM 3. The experimental

results for the rotor current are shown in Fig. 3 . 

Results for rotor current versus slip value, using the three methods, are shown in Fig. 3 . As demonstrated in the figure,

the HC-LSO technique gives the minimum rotor current, compared to other existing methods [1,2] . In addition, when the slip

value increases, the rotor current also increases for all three methods. However, comparatively, the rotor current using the

HC-LSO technique is less for the other techniques. This is due to the application of the continuous hill climbing algorithm,

used to select the enhanced IM data to design the machine with higher efficiency. The HC-LSO technique reduces the rotor

current value by 59% and 74%, compared to the existing techniques [1,2] in IM 1. For IM 2, the rotor current value is reduced
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Table 4 

Tabulation for rotor current. 

Slip Rotor current (A) 

Induction machine 1 Induction machine 2 Induction machine 3 

HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO 

0.003 0.23987 0.598 1.14 0.3 1.1574 1.1841 0.3999 1.1722 1.1929 

0.006 0.47948 1.192 2.1764 0.5999 2.238 2.3377 0.7997 2.2925 2.3717 

0.009 0.71884 1.782 3.1287 0.8997 3.2526 3.4625 1.1994 3.3658 3.5369 

0.012 0.95793 2.3682 4.0112 1.1996 4.2099 4.5601 1.5989 4.3965 4.6888 

0.015 1.19677 2.9506 4.8349 1.4993 5.1168 5.6319 1.9983 5.3882 5.8277 

0.018 1.43536 3.5292 5.6086 1.799 5.9793 6.6793 2.3976 6.3442 6.954 

0.021 1.67369 4.1042 6.3389 2.0986 6.8021 7.7035 2.7967 7.2673 8.068 

0.024 1.91176 4.6754 7.0315 2.3982 7.5895 8.7057 3.1957 8.1602 9.1699 

0.027 2.14958 5.2431 7.6908 2.6977 8.3448 9.687 3.5946 9.0251 10.26 

0.030 2.38714 5.8072 8.3205 2.9972 9.0711 10.648 3.9933 9.8639 11.339 

Fig. 3. Measurement of rotor current. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

by 70% and 73% compared to the existing techniques [1,2] and similarly, for IM 3, the rotor current value is reduced by 62%

and 65%, compared to existing techniques [1,2] . 

5.2. Measurement of power factor 

Electrical system efficiency is measured by the power factor, which is defined as the ratio of the resistance of the rotor

to the impedance of the rotor. The power factor of the IM is mathematically expressed in (12) . When the power factor is

higher, the technique is said to be more efficient. 

Table 5 shows the comparative results analysis of power factor based on slip in the range 0.003–0.03, using the three

methods, namely, the HC-LSO technique and the two existing methods [1,2] . Three different IMs with different ratings are

considered. The power factor of IM 1 is higher than that of IM 2 or IM 3. Therefore, the power factor using the proposed

HC-LSO technique is higher, compared to other existing methods. The experimental results for the power factor are shown

in Fig. 4 . 

The power factor versus slip values, using the three different techniques, is illustrated in Fig. 4 . As described in the

figure, the HC-LSO technique provides a higher power factor value, compared to other existing methods [1,2] . In addition,

increasing the slip value reduces the power factor in all three techniques. However, comparatively, the power factor using

the HC-LSO technique is higher for the other techniques. This helps in increasing the power factor value of the IM. The

HC-LSO technique increases the power factor value by 1% and 25%, compared to existing techniques [1,2] in IM 1. For IM 2,

the power factor value is increased by 16% and 5%, compared to existing techniques [1,2] and similarly, for IM 3, the power

factor value is increased by 12% and 3%, compared to existing techniques [1,2] . 
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Table 5 

Tabulation for power factor. 

Slip Power factor 

Induction machine 1 Induction machine 2 Induction machine 3 

HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO 

0.003 0.9995 0.9966 0.95 0.9965 0.9645 0.9868 0.9998 0.9768 0.9941 

0.006 0.9989 0.9933 0.9068 0.9923 0.9325 0.974 0.9997 0.9552 0.9882 

0.009 0.9984 0.99 0.8691 0.9875 0.9035 0.9618 0.9995 0.9349 0.9825 

0.012 0.9978 0.9868 0.8357 0.9861 0.8771 0.95 0.9993 0.9159 0.9768 

0.015 0.9973 0.9835 0.8058 0.9855 0.8528 0.9386 0.9992 0.898 0.9713 

0.018 0.9968 0.9803 0.779 0.9812 0.8305 0.9277 0.999 0.8811 0.9658 

0.021 0.9962 0.9772 0.7546 0.98 0.8098 0.9171 0.9988 0.8652 0.9605 

0.024 0.9957 0.974 0.7324 0.9756 0.7906 0.9068 0.9987 0.85 0.9552 

0.027 0.9952 0.9709 0.7121 0.9712 0.7727 0.8969 0.9985 0.8357 0.95 

0.030 0.9946 0.9679 0.6934 0.9701 0.7559 0.8874 0.9983 0.822 0.9449 

Fig. 4. Measurement of power factor. 

Table 6 

Tabulation for induction machine efficiency. 

Slip Induction machine efficiency (%) 

Induction machine 1 Induction machine 2 Induction machine 3 

HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO HC-LSO NSGA-II MOPSO 

0.003 95.26 75.01 70.96 85.45 64.68 61.23 81.23 58.23 55.45 

0.006 92.85 73.65 68.85 83.62 63.56 60.85 80.63 57.25 54.96 

0.009 91.12 72.56 67.46 84.96 62.96 59.45 79.89 56.98 53.67 

0.012 90.69 71.34 66.96 82.69 61.39 58.63 78.45 55.84 52.94 

0.015 89.69 70.64 65.78 80.46 60.79 57.96 77.56 54.269 51.49 

0.018 88.96 69.87 64.65 79.23 59.89 56.12 76.12 53.97 50.66 

0.021 87.85 68.45 63.23 77.63 58.96 54.48 75.65 52.59 48.13 

0.024 85.68 67.96 62.12 76.96 57.36 53.26 74.36 51.96 46.95 

0.027 82.95 66.23 61.63 75.74 56.89 52.96 73.98 50.15 45.59 

0.030 80.36 65.1 62.45 74.63 55.36 50.54 72.21 48.96 46.53 

 

5.3. Measurement of IM efficiency 

The IM efficiency is the ratio of the IM power output to the IM power input. It is measured in terms of a percentage (%).

The IM efficiency is formulated as in (16) . When the IM efficiency is higher, the technique is said to be more efficient. 
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Fig. 5. Measurement of induction machine efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 shows the comparative results analysis of IM efficiency based on slip in the range 0.003–0.03, using the three

methods, namely, the HC-LSO technique and the two existing methods [1,2] . The efficiency of IM 1 is higher than that of IM

2 or IM 3. Therefore, the IM efficiency using the proposed HC-LSO technique is higher than the other existing methods. The

experimental results for the IM efficiency are shown in Fig. 5 . 

IM efficiency versus slip values, using the three different techniques, is shown in Fig. 5 . As shown in the figure, the

HC-LSO technique provides higher IM efficiency, compared to the other existing methods [1,2] . In addition, increasing the

slip value reduces the IM efficiency in all three techniques. However, comparatively, the IM efficiency using the HC-LSO

technique is higher for the other techniques. This is due to the application of the continuous hill climbing algorithm with

a multi-objective function. The four objective functions satisfy the threshold conditions and the optimal value is selected

using the discrete hill climbing algorithm. This iteratively helps to increase IM operation efficiency. The HC-LSO technique

increases the IM efficiency by 26% and 35%, compared to the existing techniques [1,2] in IM 1. For IM 2, the IM efficiency

is increased by 33% and 41%,compared to existing techniques [1,2] and similarly, for IM 3, the IM efficiency is increased by

42% and 52%, compared to existing techniques [1,2] . 

Tables 4–6 show that the HC-LSO technique reduces the rotor current value by 59% and 74% in IM 1, by 70% and 73%

in IM 2 and by 62% and 65% in IM 3, compared to existing techniques [1,2] . In addition, the HC-LSO technique increases

the power factor value by 1% and 25% in IM 1, by 16% and 5% in IM 2 and by 12% and 3% in IM 3, compared to existing

techniques [1,2] . Therefore, the HC-LSO technique increases the IM efficiency by 26% and 35% in IM 1, by 33% and 41% in

IM 2 and by 42% and 52% in IM 3, compared to existing techniques [1,2] . Generally, the HC-LSO algorithm improves the

performance of the IM compared to state-of-the-art techniques. 

6. Conclusion 

The Hill Climbing Based Local Search Optimization technique selects an optimal induction machine data set for designing

the induction machine with higher operation efficiency. Random restart local search optimization was used to solve the

local maxima problem, which involves repeated explorations of induction machine data. The simulation was carried out

for various parameters, such as rotor current, power factor and induction machine efficiency, for three different induction

machines. The simulation results illustrate that Hill Climbing Based Local Search Optimization technique provides better

performance, with an enhancement of induction machine efficiency and a reduction in rotor current, compared to state-of-

the-art techniques. 

The random restart local search provides optimal solutions in polynomial time for the most difficult cases. However,

the huge number of local maxima can be a source of improvements in the computational complexity. Furthermore, all

neighboring states have similar heuristic values, so selecting the immediate possibilities, (i.e., the next state) through making

local comparisons, is uncertain. 

Future work includes probability theory and local sampling to perform restarting of the Hill Climbing Algorithm for

providing optimal results in non-deterministic polynomial-time hard problems. The intention of the hill climbing algorithm

process will be to concentrate on reducing the computational complexity. In addition, the work will also be extended further

by finding the precise local optimum for the induction machine data set. 
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Supplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.compeleceng.

2018.11.023 . 
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Machine Learning Perspective Gene Optimization for Efficient 
Induction Machine Design

Ponmurugan Panneer Selvam† and Rengarajan Narayanan*

Abstract – In this paper, induction machine operation efficiency and torque is improved using 
Machine Learning based Gene Optimization (ML-GO) Technique is introduced. Optimized Genetic 
Algorithm (OGA) is used to select the optimal induction machine data. In OGA, selection, crossover 
and mutation process is carried out to find the optimal electrical machine data for induction machine 
design. Initially, many number of induction machine data are given as input for OGA. Then, fitness 
value is calculated for all induction machine data to find whether the criterion is satisfied or not 
through fitness function (i.e., objective function such as starting to full load torque ratio, rotor current, 
power factor and maximum flux density of stator and rotor teeth). When the criterion is not satisfied, 
annealed selection approach in OGA is used to move the selection criteria from exploration to 
exploitation to attain the optimal solution (i.e., efficient machine data). After the selection process, two 
point crossovers is carried out to select two crossover points within a chromosomes (i.e., design 
variables) and then swaps two parent’s chromosomes for producing two new offspring. Finally, 
Adaptive Levy Mutation is used in OGA to select any value in random manner and gets mutated to 
obtain the optimal value. This process gets iterated till finding the optimal value for induction machine 
design. Experimental evaluation of ML-GO technique is carried out with performance metrics such as 
torque, rotor current, induction machine operation efficiency and rotor power factor compared to the 
state-of-the-art works.

Keywords: Induction motor, annealed selection, Adaptive Levy Mutation, two point crossovers, 
fitness function, optimized genetic algorithm.

1. Introduction

An induction motor is an ac electric motor where the 
electric current in rotor produces torque by electromagnetic 
induction from magnetic field of stator winding. The 
multi-objective design optimization was introduced in [1] 
with Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-
II) for three phase induction motors. For attaining the 
Pareto optimal solutions, ranking method was introduced. 
However, the optimal solution failed to increase the 
efficiency of induction machine. Two fuzzy logic inputs 
with speed error, speed variation derivative and fuzzy 
output, motor reference torque (Te*) were calculated. The 
genetic optimization algorithm was designed in [2] with 
higher efficiency and minimal losses. Though the 
efficiency of induction machine was improved, the torque 
value was not increased.

Induction machines with external rotor were used in 
industrial fans with fixed load for increasing the efficiency 
by redesigning the machine to attain the objective function. 
The optimal design of induction machine with external 

rotor was introduced in [3] using Genetic Algorithm (GA). 
But, the stator and rotor copper loss were not reduced.

The hybrid control of induction motor depending on 
combination of direct torque control (DTC) and the back 
stepping one were optimized by Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
in [4]. DTC was described where torque and stator flux 
were managed by non linear hysteresis controllers that are 
large ripple in motor torque at steady state operation. 
Though the torque level was improved, the efficiency 
remained unaddressed. 

A control plan was introduced in [5] for energy 
efficiency enhancement of three-phase induction motors 
(TIM). The control was depending on indirect field oriented
approach. A loss model-based controller minimized the 
copper and iron losses of TIM for many load values. A 
nonlinear equation depended on quadrature currents and 
attained suboptimal flux reference in steady-state conditions. 
Though the copper and iron losses were reduced, the power 
factor value was not improved. A new method was 
introduced in [6] for optimization of inverter-driven 
Induction Motor (IM) by modified Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO). The maximum efficiency of motor 
was attained through identifying the optimal output 
frequency and voltage of drive at any operating point. 
The optimal amplitude and frequency of excitation voltage 
were identified by modified PSO algorithm. But, the 
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efficiency was not improved beyond the certain level. 
The magnetic wedges usages in induction motors with 

semi-closed slots were studied in [7]. The strategy 
minimized the copper as well as core losses and improved 
the motor efficiency. The study examined the low power 
motors based on different permeabilities and geometries 
for magnetic wedges. Though the motor efficiency was 
improved by reducing the copper and core losses, the rotor 
current value was not reduced. A complete theory and 
analysis method for analytical calculation of induction 
motors efficiency with combined star-delta windings was 
introduced in [8]. A new hybrid model was introduced in 
[9] for optimization of induction motor drives (IMD). 
Search control technique was employed in steady condition 
of drive and loss model in transient processes. A new 
hybrid model for efficiency optimization of the direct 
vector-controlled induction motor drives was introduced in 
[10]. The efficiency enhancement approach changed the 
rotor flux with load torque to minimize the total losses in 
induction machine. But, the losses were not reduced 
beyond certain level to increase the efficiency. 

The main contribution of the work is as follows: 
Machine Learning based Gene Optimization (ML-GO) 
Technique is introduced with Optimized Genetic Algorithm 
(OGA) to select the optimal induction machine data. 
Initially in OGA, many number of induction machine 
data are given as input for OGA. Then, fitness value is 
calculated for all induction machine data to find whether 
the criterion is satisfied or not through fitness function. 
When the criterion is not satisfied, annealed selection 
approach in OGA is used to move the selection criteria 
from exploration to exploitation to attain optimal solution. 
After the selection process, two point crossovers is carried 
out to select two crossover points within a chromosomes 
and then swaps two parent’s chromosomes for producing 
two new offspring. Finally, Adaptive Levy Mutation is 
used in OGA to select any of value in random manner and 
gets mutated to obtain the optimal value.  

The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 portrays the 
review of related work of induction machine operation in 
brief manner, Section 3 describes Machine Learning 
based Gene Optimization (ML-GO) Technique with neat 
flow diagram and algorithmic process. In Section 4, the 
empirical results are discussed in Section 4 with detailed 
discussions provided in Section 5. Finally, section 6 
summarizes the conclusions of the paper. 

 
 

2. Related Works 
 
The induction motor design by Genetic algorithm was 

introduced in [11] for increasing the efficiency. Though the 
efficiency was improved, the computational cost remained 
unaddressed. A genetic algorithm based self-tuned Neuro 
fuzzy controller (NFC) for speed control of induction 
motor drive (IMD) was introduced in [12]. Though the 

induction motor speed was controlled using Neuro fuzzy 
controller (NFC), the efficiency remained unaddressed.  In 
NFC system, Fuzzy logic and Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) structure with Genetic Algorithm scheme was 
employed. A new and efficient method with Improved Big 
Bang-Big Crunch (I-BB-BC) Algorithm was introduced in 
[13] for efficiency estimation in induction motors. For 
calculating the induction motor efficiency, current value, 
power factor and input power were used and suitable 
objective function was introduced. However, the torque 
value was not improved using Improved Big Bang-Big 
Crunch (I-BB-BC) Algorithm.  

For nonintrusive efficiency evaluation of inverter-fed 
induction motors, quantification of additional losses was 
computed for harmonic equivalent circuits. Recommended 
methods were designed in [14] for efficiency estimation 
of highlighted inverter-fed induction motors. Full-load and 
partial-load efficiency were calculated through dynamometer. 
But, the rotor current was not improved using recommended 
methods. A new technique was designed in [15] for 
calculating the refurbished induction motor’s full-load and 
partial-load efficiencies. An air-gap torque (AGT)-based 
method was introduced in [16] for efficiency estimation 
of induction motors. A new stator resistance was estimated 
through particle swarm optimization approach depending 
on stator flux equations and reduction of torque error at 
rated operation point. Though the torque error was reduced, 
the induction machine efficiency was not improved using 
air-gap torque (AGT)-based method. 

A bacterial foraging algorithm was employed in [17] 
as an economic, exact and low-invasive tool to work in 
field conditions, output power, losses and efficiency of 
induction motors with unbalanced voltages. A multi-
objective optimization method was introduced in [18] 
depending on Genetic Algorithm to improve the efficiency 
as well as power factor and to reduce motor weight. A cost 
efficient off-line method was designed in [19] for circuit 
parameter evaluation of induction motor through genetic 
algorithm and particle swarm optimization (HGAPSO). 
Multi-objective fuzzy genetic algorithm (MFGA) was 
introduced in [20] for optimal design of induction motors. 
But, the above mentioned techniques failed to reduce the 
computational complexity. In order to overcome the 
above mentioned issues, Machine Learning based Gene 
Optimization (ML-GO) technique is introduced for 
designing induction machines. In ML-GO technique, OGA 
is employed to select the optimal machine data to reduce 
the computational complexity for designing induction 
machine which is explained in next section. 

 
 
3. Machine Learning Based Gene Optimization 

(Ml-Go) Technique 
 
Induction motors are used in many applications due to 

its low cost maintenance and robustness. However at light 
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loads, no balance in between copper and iron losses leads 
to reduction in efficiency of induction machine. The 
efficiency and power factor performances are enhanced 
through performing the motor excitation adjustment based 
on load and speed. To increase the efficiency performance 
of induction machine, Machine Learning based Gene 
Optimization (ML-GO) technique is designed. In ML-GO 
technique, Optimized Genetic Algorithm (OGA) is used 
to attain the best optimal induction machine data for 
designing the induction machine with higher efficiency.  

ML-GO technique finds the optimal induction machine 
data using Optimized Genetic Algorithm for designing the 
induction machine. The optimal induction machine data 
is selected for calculating the fitness function with multiple 
constraints. When the fitness function satisfies the 
threshold criteria, the induction machine data is selected 
for induction machine design with higher efficiency. 
When the criteria are not satisfied, selection, crossover and 
mutation process is carried out to select the global optimal 
solution using optimized genetic algorithm by satisfying all 
criteria. Through selecting the optimal machine data for 
induction machine design, the efficiency of IM gets 
increased. The detailed explanation of Machine Learning 
and Optimized Genetic Algorithm is explained in Section 
3.1 and 3.2. 

 
3.1 Machine learning 

 
Machine learning in ML-GO technique is the subfield of 

computer science where the computer has ability to learn 
without any clear programming. Machine learning is used 
for designing the algorithms for making the predictions on 
data. Machine learning is used in the range of computing 
tasks where the designing and programming algorithms 
with better performance is not infeasible. Optimized 
Genetic Algorithm (OGA) is the one of the machine 
learning algorithms. An optimized genetic algorithm is a 
search heuristic method that uses the selection, crossover 
and mutation to create new genotype for finding the 
optimal solution. 

 
3.2 Optimized Genetic Algorithm (OGA)  

 
In OGA, optimum design of induction motor is a non-

linear multi dimension issue while optimal control is single 
or two dimension issues. Then, optimization technique is 
used in design of IM to obtain global optimal solution. 

 
3.2.1 Population initialization  

 
In ML-GO technique, population initialization is 

carried out for generating many individuals (i.e., induction 
machine data) in random manner. It is an iterative process 
where the population in iteration called as a generation. 
The generation initiates with the iteration count ‘0’ to 
address the optimization problem with optimal solutions. 

Each individual has set of properties (i.e., chromosomes) 
that are mutated and varied. After that, fitness function is 
calculated. 

 
3.2.2 Fitness function 

 
The fitness is the value of objective function where the 

optimization issues are solved. Fitness value of induction 
machine data is calculated based on four objective 
functions, namely  

 
1x starting to full load torque ratio=  
2x rotor current=  
3x power factor=  
4 maximumx flux density of stator and rotor teeth=  

 
The total objective function is the sum of all the 

objective function. Total objective function is formulated 
as,  

 
 1 2 3 4x x x x x= + + +     (1) 

 
From (1), the total objective function is calculated. The 

total objective function and its constraints are given by, 
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From (2), the primary design variables of induction 

machine are given with its constraints. Based on the design 
variables, the induction machine efficiency are to be 
calculated. The induction machine efficiency is formulated 
as, 

 
 ( ) machine efficiencyB x Induction=  

TL

Output Power
Output Power P

=
+

 (3) 

 
From (3), the induction machine efficiency is given by 

the ratio of the output power to the sum of output power 
and total power loss. The total power loss in induction 
machine design is the sum of stator copper loss ‘ SCL ’, 
rotor copper loss ‘ RCL ’and Stator Iron Loss ‘ SIL ’. The 
total power loss ‘ TLP ’ is given by, 

 
 TLP SCL RCL SIL= + +   (4) 

 
From (4), the total power loss is calculated. Copper loss 

is the heat produced by electrical currents in electrical 
devices. Copper losses are undesirable transfer of energy 
that results from induced currents in adjacent components. 
The stator copper loss is calculated by the product of square 
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of current and resistance. Stator copper loss is given by, 
 

 2
sSCL I R=   (5) 

 
From (5), ‘I ’ denotes the current in amps and ‘ sR ’ 

represents the stator resistance in ohms. The rotor copper 
loss is given by, 
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    (6) 

 
From (6), ‘S’ represents the number of rotor slots, ‘ bR ’ 

denotes the resistance of each bar in the rotor, ‘ bI ’ 
symbolizes the rotor bar current, ‘ rL ’ represents length of 
the core, ‘ eD ’ denotes the mean end ring diameter and ‘ p ’ 
symbolizes the number of poles. The stator iron loss is 
calculated based on the weight and losses in stator teeth as 
well as in stator core. The stator iron loss ‘SIL’ is formulated 
as, 

 
 ( ) ( )SIL * *st lst sc lscW W W W= +     (7) 

 
From (7), ‘ stW ’ symbolizes the weight of stator teeth, 

‘ lstW ’ represents the losses in stator tooth, ‘ scW ’ denotes 
the weight of stator core and ‘ lscW ’ symbolizes the losses 
in stator core. After calculating the loss value, the induction 
machine efficiency is calculated. Then in ML-GO 
technique, the fitness function of each induction machine 
data is calculated. The fitness function is mathematically 
formulated as, 

 

 

( )

( )
1

B x
 Function  N

j
j

Fitness
A x

=

=

å   (8) 

 
From (8), ‘ ( )B x ’ denotes the induction machine 

efficiency and ‘ ( )jA x ’ represents the objective function 
and its constraints. The algorithmic process of fitness 
function calculation was given below, 

 
Algorithm 1: Fitness Function Calculation Algorithm 
Step 1 : Begin 
Step 2 : Initialize Gene Population  
Step 3 : Set Generation (i.e., Iteration count i=0) 
Step 4 :   Define objective function with its 

constraints using (2) 
Step 5 :   For each individuals ‘j’ 
Step 6 :    Calculate objective function  
Step 7 :    Calculate the Induction Machine 

efficiency using (3) 
Step 8 :    Compute Fitness Function using (8) 
Step 9 : end for 
Step 10 : End  
 
From algorithm 1, the fitness function calculation for all 

induction machine data are made.  The annealed selection 

approach is discussed in next sub-section. 
 

3.2.3 Annealed selection approach 
 
Annealed Selection approach in ML-GO technique is 

used to move the selection criteria from exploration to 
exploitation to attain perfect solution. For Annealed 
Selection approach, fitness value of each individual are 
calculated. Selection probability of each individual is 
calculated based on ‘ thj ’ individual on ‘ thi ’ generation 
represented as ‘ ,i jX ’. When the generation of population 
varies, fitness value and selection probability of each 
individual also gets varied. The blended selection operator 
calculates fitness value of individual based on current 
number of generation. Selection probability of ‘ thj ’ 
individual ‘ jPX ’ is calculated by,   

 

 

1

j
j N

j
j

FX
PX

FX
=

=

å     (9) 

 
From (9), ‘ jFX ’ denotes the Average Fitness of the 

population in jth individual in Annealed Selection approach 
and ‘N’ denotes the total number of individuals. The 
algorithmic process for Annealed Selection Approach is 
given in below figure, 

 
Algorithm 2: Annealed Selection Algorithm 
Begin 
Step 1: Initialize Gene Population  
Step 2: Set Generation (i.e., Iteration count i=0) 
Step 3:  For each individuals ‘j’ 
Step 3:     Calculate Fitness function using (8) 
Step 4:   Select the individual using Annealed Selection 

Approach using (9) 
Step 5:      end for 
End 
 
From Algorithm 2, annealed selection is carried out in 

OGA. After the selection process, the two point crossover 
operation is carried out. The brief discussion of two point 
crossover is discussed in next sub-selection. 

 
3.2.4 Two point crossover 

 
In ML-GO technique, two point crossover is a genetic 

operator for changing the chromosomes from one 
generation to the next generation. Crossover process takes 
more than one parent chromosomes and produces offspring 
for them. Two point crossovers choose the two crossover 
points inside the chromosomes and then swap the two 
parent’s chromosomes between points for producing two 
new offspring.  

 
3.2.5 Adaptive levy mutation 

 
In ML-GO technique, Adaptive Levy Mutation is carried 
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out to balance the Classical Evolutionary Programming 
(CEP) for local search with Fast Evolutionary Programming 
(FEP). Adaptive Levy Mutation changes one or more 
design variable values in chromosome from their initial 
state. In Adaptive Levy Mutation, the solution has the 
possibility of changing entirely from the previous solution. 
Mutation takes place in evolution depending on Levy 
probability distribution function. Adaptive Levy Mutation 
is carried out by generating two mutated offspring from 
each parent with help of Levy probability distributions and 
choosing the most suitable one for rest of the population. 
The Levy probability density function is given by, 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( ),
0

1 cosq
levyf x e qx dq

ag
a g p

¥
-= ò  (10) 

 
From (10), ‘ a ’ and ‘ g ’ are parameters used for 

characterizing the distribution ‘ 0 2a< < ’ and ‘ 0g > ’. In 
mutation, a gene value is chosen from the chromosome 
attained in past generation and gene value is varied for 
creating the new offspring. 

Randomly chosen value 
 

Original sequence    <110011101> 
Mutated Sequence    <110011001>  (11) 

 
From (11), the mutation sequence is obtained after using 

Levy probability density function in the original sequence. 
The orange color indicates the randomly chosen value for 
mutation in ML-GO technique. The Levy mutation 
operation comes from local optimal solution and search for 
the global optimal solution. The process gets repeated and 
the best global optimal value is selected for induction 
machine design with higher efficiency. The algorithmic 
description of Optimized Genetic Algorithm in ML-GO 
technique is explained below, 

 
Algorithm 3: Optimized Genetic Algorithm 
Input: No. of individuals (N),  
Output: Improves Efficiency of Induction Machine 

Design 
Step 1: Begin 
Step 2: Generate an initial population 
Step 3: Compute the fitness of each individual 
Step 4: if criterian satisfied then 
Step 5: Select the individual as an optimal one 
Step 6: else 
Step7:  Perform Annealed Selection using (9) 
Step 8: Perform Two point Crossover  
Step 9: Perform Adaptive Levy Mutation using (10) 
Step 10: Goto Step 3 
Step 8: End if 
Step 9: End 
 
As shown in Algorithm 3, initially population is 

generated. Then, the fitness function of each individual are 

calculated based on the objective function. After calculating 
the fitness function, it checks whether the fitness function 
satisfies the criterion. When the criterion is satisfied, it is 
said to be optimal solution. Otherwise, selection, crossover 
and mutation process is carried out in Optimized Genetic 
Algorithm till finding the optimal solution (i.e., induction 
machine data). With help of that data, induction machine 
gets designed. This in turn helps to improve induction 
machine operation efficiency in efficient way. 

 
 

4. Simulation Settings 
 
The proposed ML-GO technique is implemented with 

MATLAB 2015b with 3.4 GHz Intel Core i3 processor, 
4GB RAM, and windows 7 platform. The proposed ML-
GO technique and two existing Non-dominated Sorting 
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) and Genetic Optimization 
Algorithm are used to obtain the optimal design of three 
IMs. The parameter and values of induction machine 1, 2 
and 3 are explained in Table 1. 

For induction machine 1, induction machine 2 and 
induction machine 3, the number of poles taken is 4. The 
supply voltage and the input power of the induction 
machine 1 are 400V and 6kW respectively. For induction 
machine 2, the voltage and the input power of induction 
machine is given as 400V and 7.5kW respectively. For 
induction machine 3, the supply voltage and the input 
power of induction machine 3 is given as 400V and 2.2kW 
respectively. 

By using proposed ML-GO technique the optimal values 
is chosen to design the induction machines is shown in 
above Table 2. 

 
Table 1. Parameters and values of Induction Machine 1,2 

&3 

Parameter IM 1 IM 2 IM 3 
Number of Poles 4 4 4 
Supply Voltage 400V 400V 415V 

Power 6 kW 2.2 kW 7.5 kW 
Frequency 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 

Maximum Speed 1500 rpm 1500 rpm 1440 rpm 
 

Table 2. Optimal values of Induction Machine 1,2 &3 

Optimal design using ML-GO Description 
IM 1 IM 2 IM 3 

Starting to full load torque ratio 1.526 1.416 1.636 
Rotor current A/mm2 4.81 4.03 5.83 

Rotor power factor (P.F) 0.762 0.69 0.808 
Maximum flux density stator and rot

or teeth wb/m2 1.632 1.567 1.736 

 
 

5. Result Analysis 
 
The efficiency of ML-GO technique is compared against 

with the two existing methods namely Non-dominated 
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Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [1] and Genetic 
Optimization Algorithm [2]. The performance of ML-GO 
Scheme is evaluated along with the metrics such as torque, 
rotor power factor, rotor current and induction machine 
operation efficiency. 

 
5.1 Measurement of torque 

 
Torque (T) is defined as the ratio of power to the 

rotational speed. Torque is measured in terms of Newton 
meter (N-m). Torque is mathematically formulated as, 

 

 
2* *
PowerT

Np
=   (12) 

 
From (12), ‘T ’ represents torque and ‘N’ symbolizes 

rotational speed in rpm. When the torque level is higher, 
the technique is said to be more efficient. 

The impact of torque versus different speed range using 
three methods is described in Fig. 1. As explained in 
figure, ML-GO technique provides maximum torque 
when compared to other existing methods namely Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [1] and 
Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2]. When the rotational 
speed increases, torque values get reduced in all three 
methods. ML-GO technique produces higher torque value 
than other techniques. This is due to the application of 
optimized genetic algorithm that select the induction 
machine data with higher efficiency. Consequently in 
induction machine 1, the ML-GO technique increases the 
torque value by 7.0% as compared to NSGA-II [1] and 
21.7% as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2] 
respectively. In induction machine 2, the torque value gets 
increased by 23% as compared to NSGA-II [1] and 36.5% 
as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2] 
respectively. For induction machine 3, torque value gets 
increased by 32% as compared to NSGA-II [1] and 5.9% 
as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2] 
respectively. 

The Machine Learning based Gene Optimization for 
Induction motor 1, Induction motor 2 and Induction motor 
3 are described in Fig. 2 with three parameters namely, 

rotational speed (RPM), torque and power factor. The 
bubble graph is explained for three induction motor to 
achieve the higher induction machine efficiency. The figure 
describes three parameter performance evaluations in one 
bubble graph. Through satisfying the criterion function, the 
efficiency of all induction machines gets increased.  

 
5.2 Measurement of rotor power factor 

 
Rotor Power factor is defined as the ratio of real power 

of the rotor to the apparent power of rotor. The rotor power 
factor of induction motor is formulated as, 

 
Real Power Power Factor

 Power
Rotor

Apparent
=  

       2
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From (13), ‘Rr’ denotes resistance of rotor, ‘ rX ’ denotes 

the reactance of rotor, ‘N’ symbolizes rotational speed and 
‘Ns’ denotes the synchronous speed of induction motor. 
When the rotor power factor is high, the technique is more 
efficient. 

The rotor power factor using proposed ML-GO technique 
is higher when compared to other existing methods [1] 
and [2]. The rotor power factor of induction machine 1 is 
comparatively higher than other two machines. The 
graphical analysis of the rotor power factor is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

The impact of rotor power factor versus different speed 
range using three methods is explained in Fig. 3. As 

 
Fig. 1. Measurement of torque 

 

 
Fig. 2. ML-GO of rotational speed (RPM), torque and 

power factor for Induction motor 1, Induction 
motor 2 and Induction motor 3 
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described in figure, ML-GO technique provides higher 
rotor power factor value when compared to other existing 
methods namely Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 
(NSGA-II) [1] and Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2]. 
When the rotational speed gets increases, rotor power 
factor value gets increased in all three methods. ML-GO 
technique produces higher rotor power factor value than 
other techniques. This is due to the application of optimized 
genetic algorithm that select the induction machine data by 
Annealed Selection approach using probability density 
function with higher efficiency. Consequently in induction 
machine 1, the ML-GO technique increases the rotor power 
factor value by 1.4% as compared to NSGA-II [1] and 
5.0% as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2] 
respectively. In induction machine 2, the rotor power factor 
value gets increased by 7.9% as compared to NSGA-II [1] 
and 9.9% as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm 
[2] respectively. For induction machine 3, rotor power 
factor value gets increased by 1.9% as compared to NSGA-
II [1] and 4.3% as compared to Genetic Optimization 
Algorithm [2] respectively. 

 
Fig. 5. Measurement of rotor current 

 
The Machine Learning based Gene Optimization for 

Induction motor 1, Induction motor 2 and Induction motor 
3 are portrayed in Fig. 4 with three parameters namely, 
rotational speed (RPM), rotor current and power factor. 
The bubble graph is discussed for three induction motor to 
attain higher induction machine efficiency. The figure 
describes three parameter performance simulations in one 
bubble graph. The efficiency of all induction machines gets 
increased only when it satisfies the criterion function. 

 
5.3 Measurement of rotor current 

 
Rotor current is the ratio of product of slip and emf 

induced by the rotor to the impedance of rotor. It is 
measured in ampere (A). 
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From (14), ‘ sN ’ denotes the synchronous speed, ‘N’ 

represents the rotational speed of rotor, ‘Er’ represents emf 
induced in rotor and ‘Zr’ symbolizes the rotor impedance. 
Rotor current is lesser, more efficient the technique is said 
to be. 

The rotor current using proposed ML-GO technique is 
lesser when compared to other existing methods [1] and [2]. 
The rotor current of induction machine 1 is comparatively 
lesser than other two machines. The graphical analysis of 
the rotor current is shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 explained the impact of rotor current versus 
different speed range using three methods. As described in 
Fig. 5, ML-GO technique provides lesser rotor current 
value when compared to other existing methods namely 
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [1] 
and Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2]. When the 
rotational speed gets increased, rotor current value gets 
reduced in all three methods. ML-GO technique produces 
lesser rotor current value than other techniques. This is due 
to the application of optimized genetic algorithm that 
selects the induction machine data by performing the two-

 
Fig.3. Measurement of rotor power factor 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. ML-GO of rotational speed (RPM), rotor current 

and power factor parameter for Induction motor 1, 
Induction motor 2 and Induction motor 3 
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point crossover with higher efficiency. As a result in 
induction machine 1, the ML-GO technique reduces the 
rotor current value by 21.3% as compared to NSGA-II [1] 
and 31.9% as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm 
[2] respectively. In induction machine 2, the rotor current 
value gets reduced by 5.2% as compared to NSGA-II [1] 
and 12.1% as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm 
[2] respectively. For induction machine 3, rotor power 
factor value gets reduced by 6.4% as compared to NSGA-
II [1] and 14.2% as compared to Genetic Optimization 
Algorithm [2] respectively. 

 
5.4 Measurement of induction machine operating 

efficiency 
 
Induction Machine Operating Efficiency is defined as 

the ratio of output power to the sum of output power and 
total power losses. It is measured in terms of percentage 
(%). 

 
  machine efficiency Induction  

 
Output Power 

Output Power Total Power Loss
=

+
   (15) 

 
From (15), the induction machine operating efficiency is 

calculated. When the induction machine operating efficiency 
is higher, the technique is more efficient. 

The induction machine operating efficiency using 
proposed ML-GO technique is higher when compared to 
other existing methods. The induction machine operating 
efficiency of induction machine 1 is higher than that of two 
machines. The graphical analysis of the induction machine 
operating efficiency is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6 describes the induction machine operation 
efficiency with respect to rotational speed. From Fig. 6, 
ML-GO technique provides higher induction machine 
operation efficiency value when compared to other existing 
methods namely Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 
(NSGA-II) [1] and Genetic Optimization Algorithm [2]. 
When the rotational speed gets increases, induction machine 

operation efficiency gets increased in all three methods. 
ML-GO technique produces higher induction machine 
operation efficiency than other techniques. This is due to 
the application of optimized genetic algorithm that selects 
the induction machine data by performing the two-point 
crossover and Adaptive Levy Mutation. Consequently in 
induction machine 1, the ML-GO technique increases 
induction machine operation efficiency value by 3.9% as 
compared to NSGA-II [1] and 7.2% as compared to Genetic 
Optimization Algorithm [2] respectively. In induction 
machine 2, the induction machine operation efficiency 
value gets increased by 4.5% as compared to NSGA-II [1] 
and 9.2% as compared to Genetic Optimization Algorithm 
[2] respectively. For induction machine 3, induction machine 
operation efficiency value gets increased by 5.4% as 
compared to NSGA-II [1] and 9.6% as compared to Genetic 
Optimization Algorithm [2] respectively.  

 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, Machine Learning based Gene 

Optimization (ML-GO) Technique is introduced to select 
the optimal solution for designing the induction machine 
with higher efficiency. Optimized Genetic Algorithm (OGA) 
is used to select the optimal induction machine data. In 
OGA, selection, crossover and mutation process is carried 
out to find the optimal electrical machine data for machine 
design. Fitness value is calculated for all induction 
machine data to find whether the criterion is satisfied or 
not through fitness function. When the criterion is not 
satisfied, annealed selection approach in OGA is used to 
move the selection criteria from exploration to exploitation 
to attain optimal solution. Then, two point crossovers are 
used for producing two new offspring. Finally, Adaptive 
Levy Mutation in OGA selects any of value in random 
manner and gets mutated to obtain the global optimal value. 
This in turn helps to increase the induction machine 
operation efficiency. The simulation of experiments are 
conducted to test the metrics such as torque, rotor power 
factor, rotor current and induction machine operation 
efficiency with respect to rotational speed. The simulation 
results explains that ML-GO technique presents better 
results with minimum rotor current and higher induction 
machine efficiency by 5.5%, 6.8% and 7.5% in induction 
machine 1, induction machine 2 and induction machine 3 
respectively as compared to state-of-the-art works. 

 
 

7. Conclusion 
 
Even though a conclusion may review the main results 

or contributions of the paper, do not duplicate the abstract 
or the introduction. For a conclusion, you might elaborate 
on the importance of the work or suggest the potential 
applications and extensions. 

 
Fig. 6. Measurement of induction machine operating 

efficiency 
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Abstract

welding is considered as one olthe most important process for the manu{ircturing industries. To be precisethe welding process has a supreme role io piay in the automorrl. ,r,lurtry ror labricalion and maintenance_ultrasonic welding (usu') ls , o..y .o*.n*tv us.d werding procedure in such industrie s, preferred becauseits less processing tlrne a.d vers;rtilitv' In thisstucly, three most influencing process perameter:i that includewelding pressure (P)' weld titne (Tvf, anci amplitude (A), are consitierecl to dete rmine the tensile strength ofwelded PC/ABS blend.joints. The welding p.o..ru is applied on a tota] o126 sample s and their tens,eproperties are obtained itr terms oferperimental results. It is ciearry understood that aLl tensle strength oftJioints welded by ultrasonic methr:d is greatly influenced by art three proce ss parameters, Furrher, with the hrofdata obtained liom thc erperimentation, an Artificiai t'teural Netwo.t laNr*; basetl on Back propagationmodel has been develop,:d ibr analyzing the tensiie strength ofUSWjoinis. By comparing the real timeexperimental results 
"vrtir 

the ANN pre<iictcri results, it is observed trrat the predicted and erperimental mod,are in accordance mth each other. This novel ANN rnoder could, be fufirrer tstrength ofuslvjoi,ts in variousjoining applications. Fi,ally, the sEM,rrr, 
*o'ortu for identiQing the tens

nafure of the weld condition. 
.",.9. r lrtel, urE rlrvt ttr:ages *re analyzcd tu predict the
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Ultrasonically welded and non-welded polypropylene and PC-ABS

blend thermal analysis

T. Chinnadurait .. N. Prabaharan' . N. Mohan Rajr . M. Karthigai pandianl
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Ahltract
;\ut*mobilc indu.stries are lircusing torvirLJ the reducrion in rhe rveighr ol' vehicle rhar learjing ro co.st reduclion and

intpror"ing rhe l'uel efficiertcr'. Polr'rtttrs .rrc ihe nrlin ulterntrive.r in conventinnal engrneering m;rtrrials lor atitomobile
!:o,ltptx(nls due to their advlnced trtrchrnical and tlrcrmal properties. Thi-s artiele rs rnainly focused on lhe ultrasonic
11'g1din-q of poll'propvlene and PC'-AIIS n)ilurjlrls follo*ed bv rhermal analysis olinjecrion-mokled and weltled specimens.

Tic nt:rterirls are exaurincd bl an uL|riri:ed lnlhsis rnerirod called differential scanning calorimetrl. The crystalline
tlalur.'of lhc matcrtal is thanged (arca r;11jg5 lionr 95.1 tct 115.4 J g-1) irt injcction-rnolried rcgrons in palypropylene

difti'rtrrtiel scanning ealorimetric nsults .{i'pr ptllpropr,lcne wclding, the glass transitron tcmperature vllues rend to

chrnge frotn 5 to l0 K nrin i heutrng rii{)tr-s Il) PC-,{tsS blend, the glass transition tempera(urr is chrnged from I?6.3 to
137.0 oC in the non-n'elded mattrial. Frrrrl thc telded PC-ABS material resuks. it is evident that thc difference between .5

nntl l0 K filin-l hetting value rs onl\ 1.5'(.i. Finally. Llre f'inire clemenr anaiysis is carricd out to clanline thc materials

del-orm ation pittlern \Yith tcrn pe ra(u re 1 I reil r n g.

Keywords Polypropylene and IIC-ABS . Lrltrasonic \\relding . DSC analysis . FEA analysis

lntrodurtion

Polypropvlcne (PP) and polycarbonatel:lcrvlonitrile huia-

dicne styrenr (PC-ABS) are w'idell usetl rti eutomobilt lnd

other manuhcturing indusirier 'l'he autr'r'::rbrle perts tnerle

of PP are u.sed in cahle insulatjon, Ilas cans, humpers,

carpft tibcrs, chemical tanks etc. lll. PC-ABS blend has

high impact strcngth, mechanical strcngth anri several other

prop€rties l1l, so that it is employed irt various outomolive

componcn$ tike bumpers, dashboard, interior trim and

lighting [3J. Since thc polymcr c(]ml)oncnts :ire consralltly

cxp;sed to hcating and coollng' thr:ir I'tr':rt:rties Irkc rrvs-

tallinity, morphology and tnuss los( ui Ilr. tnlttrills chrn!c
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substantially [.1]. However, a slight mur]ificalion in crvs-

Ialline structure, glass tmnsition temperature atrd mtss loss

of materials will nritigate the deterioration level of
mechanical and thcrmul properties. The crystallization
rlegree ol'theunoplastics is governed by the rrans-crystal-

Iization phenrxrrenon [5]. During melting, Ihe semicrys'

talline material undergoes crystalline rcorientations and

crystalline formations. This phase develops an intermediate

crystalline order, and it is difterenc t'rom the normal crys-

to.lline and arnorphous pha.se, However, the elarticity ,rf PP

subjected to manufucturing pr()oess is rlainly dcpendent on

thc reversrble crystal--r:rysttl yrirase trLnsition that involves
modificltion of chains. This rs the prinral conc:crn irr lhe

glass triinsition tcnlperature behavior of PP [6].
In PC-ABS blcnd, PC being an lrnorphous thermo-

phstic prt'rvides bctter dimcnsiofial stxbility, good collision

strength and high heat resirtance [7.]. PC does rot hay. a
proper nrelting gxrint, unlike thc other cryslitlline materiai

PP, but it has high glass transition tempcrxture (Tg) of
aLound 150'C [8j, The PC has high nrelting viscosity

which hlocks the' fluid florv dLrring pmcessing thilt lsads to

rnduced residual stress and iiacture lirrmariuns. To avoid

Q spring"t
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and output temperature are tnersllrrd nlanrtallr'. lhu nuthenrati.ai'r,a,i.l""r rl:c tjcaerator ii recrgnrzecr in rhelaborotory circumstances using lv'1'\Tl..ln ,ln.,i,trtio,,s and rh* ,rin;,.,j ,rr i.r is uscrl i-rrr irrplcrre nrinr cti'trcrllersIikc ]'l' PID' and Fuzzl: in th* sirntlliirju" 
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I. Introduction
Thennal p0lver plani hasicallr \\oi!! rltt R:tnkine c-rc]c. Irr titelntar pori.er nlilrrr srcarx rs uercr:rlcrj in rhe b.jrcrusing the heat ofthe fuel burrrt in tht r.nrhustiorr chanrber. 'l 
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II. Processf)escription
Deaerators are machine-driven tieviccs thaf rradieate dissolvc<l vapors linm boiler fe*d rr,ater. Deaeriltion r:u.,rdsthe steam structure lionr the paraphcrnalia cf corrosir,c vapors. [t achieres this bv rerj,cir;;;--;;;#;;';i
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Abstract
hr this aliclc' a thrcc-din.rensirilial rno<iel of Tii-gatc Tunnel Filccl effect rl'ansisk)rs (TFET) ri,ith difTercnt gate materials is proposcd.
Analysis and comparison of'various stnlcturcs such as single nraterial ga1e, double nratcrial gate and tnplc material gatc o1.a Tri-gatcTFET is pcrlbrmed lvith rcspcct to both DC ancl .'\C charactcristics. various electrical paranreters thar define tlie perlonrrancc olasenriconductor device are veritlerl using Silvaco TCAD Sinrulation rcsults. pammetcrs ana]1,.zecl in this rvort include surlacepotential, lateral electric flelcl, total electric field alons the channel. drain curent. transconductance and output conducta,ce ol
single material, double [raterial and triple material rri-gate TFETs. The comparative perlonlance analy.sis shorvs a better DC andAC perfornancc {br Triplc N4aterial rri-gatc TFET (TMTGTFET) in comparison to single marerial an<i cloLrblc material rri-gate
deviccs lt could be inle1Ted tl.rat shorl channel ef{bcts are considerably recluccd in a gate engineerecl rri-Gate TFET structure ancl italso shor'vs remarliable irllprovement in oN cuncnt as the cunent increases ,1592 lbr TMTGTFET rvhen cornpared to a SIvITGTFET' To improve the TIvITGTFET perlbrmance, dillbrent dielectrlc materials are en.rployecl lor cievice cl.raracreristics.

Keywords Drain cttrrent ' Single trtaterial . Double mateiiirl Tr.iple material .Tri-gate TFET .TCAD

1 lntroduction

For mole than 30 years. nriniaturization has bcen tlic pri_
mary tcchnologv governing the scrnicon<iuctor inclush.y.
As transistur sizes have bec,n cunsidcrably brought clo,rvn
beiorv 100 nm in the past decade. the possibility of plac-
ing hundreds of millions of transistr:rrs in one single chip
has inc,reased, leading to irriprclved functionality and re-
c{uccd financial constrainls on the clevic,cs. But thc strin-
gcnt ;r<ltver constraints of intcgrated circuits and non,
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scalabilitl, of the sr,Lb-threshold slo.pe in conventional
l\'lOSIrH'Is is a major hindrance in this scaling down pro_
ccss of scmicclnductor cleviccs ll-6]. Hence varirius in_
vestigations arc made olt ne\v stcep sub_thr.eshold slope
dcviccs that can provc tri bc an altcrnatc option fur the
1\'IOSFETs in near future. Tlius" Tunnel Fiel<t Eff'ect
Transistors (TFEl's) are cclnsiderecl as gclocl options for
l61y power applications as they are being toLrted as highly
encrgy elficient dcvices 17-l l]. In recetrt times, nrany
rcscarchcrs havc shorvn irccn interest in developing
models ttir single-gate tunnel FET to stuily thc dcvice
physics {br llrther ilnproveutent and scaling. I.Iovvcver
singlc-gate TFETs suf'fer fionr lorv ON-state currcnt as
comparcd kr conventional MOSFETs ll2]. This motivates
rescarchcrs to dcvclop drfl'erent TFET models based on
multi-gate structurc which provicles irnprovccl scaling ca_
pabiliqr, reduced SCEs, higher ancl steeper subthreshold
slope 113-16]. Thus. rnulti-material gate clevice slnrctures
supersede conventional MOS devices by fullilling the ba-
sic requirements like irnprovcd on-state current atrcl rc_
duced o{lcurrent. To obtain these characteristics. along
rvith a low threshold voltage, e.xtensive research has to
be carried for selecting proper channel material with urn

appropriate body thickness.
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      Abstract : Diabetes is one of the most common disease for 

both adults and children. Machine Learning Techniques helps to 

identify the disease in earlier stage to prevent it. This work 

presents an effectiveness of Gradient Boosted Classifier which is 

unfocused in earlier existing works. It is compared with two 

machine learning algorithms such as Neural Networks, Radom 

Forest employed on benchmark Standard UCI Pima Indian 

Dataset. The models created are evaluated by standard measures 

such as AUC, Recall and Accuracy. As expected, Gradient 

boosted classifier outperforms other two classifiers in all 

performance aspects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes disease is mainly caused due to lack of insulin 

content in human blood [1]. Some symptoms of diabetes are 

frequent urination, thirst and hunger. The seriousness will 

increase if the disease is untreated at initial stage which 

further leads to stroke, disorder of all parts [2]. The main 

duty of pancreas is to secrete insulin to the human body. If it 

fails to secrete enough amount of insulin, Diabetes are 

occurred.The three types of diabetics are Type I, Type 

II and gestational diabetes. The cause of Type I is 

inadequate amount of insulin creation by pancreas. 

Type II is caused by malfunction of body cells due to 

less insulin secretion and Gestational diabetes are 

caused to pregnant women due to high sugar level. The 

recent study depicts that more than 18% of women are 

affected by Type III diabetes in their pregnancy times 

[3]. Data analysis helps medical field researches for 

knowledge extraction from dataset leads to take 

appropriate decisions that makes a good progress for 

health care industry [4]. Diabetes prediction using 

Machine Learning methods has been a striking 

research area due to its massive importance. Data 

mining methods used to predict the decisions by 

pattern recognitions, cluster analysis and classification 

techniques [14]. In existing works, the researches  
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focus on supervised methods than unsupervised methods for 

Diabetes prediction. we discussed some prominent recent 

and various existing research works related to diabetics’ and 

other medical disease prediction using ML Techniques.  A 

study was done using SOM and NN, PCA for prediction of 

diabetic analysis [5]. In another work, a multi model was 

designed by kumar et al. employing SVM method for 

attribute selection and eliminating unwanted attributes in 

data sample [6]. Similarly, hybrid work designed using NB 

and K-Means for clustering the data samples into groups [7]. 

Similar study was examined [8] diabetic analysis employing 

MLP, NB, Decision Tree. They proved that NB has good 

efficient performance compared to other methods on pima 

dataset. similarly, a model is developed for Heart disease 

using NN machine learning techniques [9]. The foundation 

of this article constructed as follows. We elucidated pre-

processing process and dataset explanation in section 2. 

Next, ecosystem and framework implemented in this paper 

are highlighted in section 3. Section 4 carries various 

machine learning methods employed in this work. Finally, 

section 5 and 6 gives results and conclusion of the paper. 

A. Pre-processing 

The first step in Pre-Processing process is analysing for 

missing values. It is observed that nearly five features such 

as blood pressure, skin thickness, glucose, insulin and BMI 

have value as 0, which indicates the missing values in 

dataset. the missing values should be treated to improve the 

efficiency of the model. So, we replaced missing values into 

average values of each and every column. Next the dataset is 

introduced to Spearman method to evaluate the correlation 

between the values. We noticed that majority of the data 

belongs to healthy people and less amount belongs to people 

who suffers from diabetics. After applying Spearman 

method for attribute correlation, it is observed that age, 

pregnancy, insulin, glucose, skin thickness and BMI are 

correlated to target variable [15]. In that glucose and insulin 

are highly correlated to the target. 
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Abstract: Industrial Compressed Air Pressure Control (ICAPC) process is one of the significant and demanding tasks in all the process

industries. Due to the unpredictable leakages and nonlinear behavior of the pneumatic control valve, the automatic pressure control is

very difficult with respect to its various preferable operating points. In this paper mathematical modeling, robust PID controller and

novel parameter optimization technique have been proposed. This paper deals with various effects of disturbances and uncertainties

affecting the process dynamics. The novel robust controller yields better set-point tracking capability and survives against the sudden

regulation in the load parameter changes. For mathematical modelling and parameter optimization, the robust hybrid form of fminsearch

and fmincon (FSFC) technique has been used, which provides the accurate transfer function model and the model validation has been

analyzed with respect to real-time pressure process. This paper also proposed PID controller optimization techniques such as Pattern

Search (PS) and Fsolve (FS) for the pressure process with split-range control scheme and the closed loop performances are compared

with existing Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) based PID controller. The simulation and real time closed loop

response have been obtained based on the Servo-problem (set point change) and Regulatory-problem(load change) operating conditions.

Keywords: Robust control,PID Controller, Model Optimization, Controller Optimization, pressure Process, Optimization,

Mathematical Model

1 Introduction and Related Mechanism

Pressure is one of the important parameter to be
controlled in an industrial environment such as boilers,
compressing unit, molding process, hydraulic and
pneumatic systems. For the analysis of pressure process,
the mathematical model is required. The obtained model
is Integer First Order Transfer Function (IFOTF) model
consists of System gain (K), time constant (T) and
transportation lag (L) will gives the complete information
about the system.

1.1 Controller

The data acquired from the pressure process is considered
to be a process variable of the real-time system, the
process variable must be regulated and sustained even in
unusual environment. It is interesting to note that most of
the industrial process are utilizes PID or modified PID
controllers. Because most of PID controller parameters

are adjusted in the real-time process, many types of
tuning rules have been proposed in the literature. Using
these tuning rules, delicate and fine tuning of PID
controller can be made on-site. Also automatic tuning
methods have been developed and some of the PID
controllers may possess on-line automatic tuning
capabilities, the sensitivity of the process parameter
depends on the size of the pressure tank.

1.2 Challenges in the pressure process

The nonlinear components in the pressure process such as
residual drift, transportation delay, dead zone and
saturation occur in the process. These nonlinear
components are due to the unpredictable leakages,
turbulent variations in the centralized compressing unit
and non linear variations in the field instruments installed
in the real-time environment. Controlling of pressure
process is difficult because of involvement of non linear
components
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Highlights
Alcohol detection based on D-shape optical fiber sensors.

Optical fiber sensor is fabricated with the presence of Ag coating on an active area of
optical fiber with integration of TiO .

Detailed analysis on the sensor performance has also been presented.

Abstract
This work reports the experimental and numerical investigations on the effect of titanium oxide (TiO ) integrated on the optical fiber silver (Ag) surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors. In this
paper, the numerical simulation is also analyzed using the finite element method (FEM) which shows good agreement. Results are compared with the experimental findings, focusing on the SPR
phenomena for refractive index sensing using side-polished optical fiber, where the characteristics of the Ag layer with the integration of TiO  are optimized. The essential parameters include the
thickness of Ag namely 20 nm, 30 nm and 40 nm for optimization studies of SPR properties. TiO  was then coated on the Ag thin layer to sense isopropanol at different concentration. It is shown that
the combination of a 30 nm thickness of Ag layer with a dielectric TiO  improves sensor performance in terms of sensitivity reading of 268  with a detection limit of 0.012. The main interest is
to develop the device with cost effective, ease fabrication and less cumbersome of sensors using TiO  which one of an alternative material to defeat the oxidation process and avoid charge
recombination. If the sensitivity increases at a higher wavelength, it indicates that the TiO  holds great potential in photonic applications.

Keywords

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR); Fiber Optic Alcohol Sensor; Finite element method (FEM)

1. Introduction
Metals such as silver (Ag) and gold (Au) have such a good role in various applications such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors. Comparing to other noble metals, Ag shows a good response
towards changes of refractive index of surrounding materials; hence it is widely used in SPR sensors. The indication of good response is on its performance of its sensitivity and detection accuracy
which is better than Au in various applications [1], [2], [3]. This is because silver has the largest  ratio, where the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity can be defined by  and  respectively
[4], [5], [6]. The only drawbacks of using Ag as a single layer is it is not chemically stable to against oxidation. The oxide layers as the low-cost material can be used as alternatives materials to protect
the SPR, where these layers with a good chemical stability can be deposited on the SPR metallic layers [7], [8], [9]. Besides, for the new applications of temperature and humidity sensors, the high
refractive index oxide layers such as titanium dioxide (TiO ) can significantly enhance the local E-field intensity at the interface between the oxide over-layer and the sensing medium [10], [11].
Previous research also shows the high sensitivity of using various optical fiber sensors such as PCF structure with a combination of circular layout and D-shaped [12], [13]. The titanium dioxide (TiO )
has gained much attentions due to owning a high refractive index, a good chemical stability, and an elevated dielectric constant in sensing applications [14], [15], [16]. Several studies have been
conducted on the influence of TiO /Pd/TiO  sandwich effects on the properties of oxygen partial pressure [17].
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      Abstract : Diabetes is one of the most common disease for 

both adults and children. Machine Learning Techniques helps to 

identify the disease in earlier stage to prevent it. This work 

presents an effectiveness of Gradient Boosted Classifier which is 

unfocused in earlier existing works. It is compared with two 

machine learning algorithms such as Neural Networks, Radom 

Forest employed on benchmark Standard UCI Pima Indian 

Dataset. The models created are evaluated by standard measures 

such as AUC, Recall and Accuracy. As expected, Gradient 

boosted classifier outperforms other two classifiers in all 

performance aspects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes disease is mainly caused due to lack of insulin 

content in human blood [1]. Some symptoms of diabetes are 

frequent urination, thirst and hunger. The seriousness will 

increase if the disease is untreated at initial stage which 

further leads to stroke, disorder of all parts [2]. The main 

duty of pancreas is to secrete insulin to the human body. If it 

fails to secrete enough amount of insulin, Diabetes are 

occurred.The three types of diabetics are Type I, Type 

II and gestational diabetes. The cause of Type I is 

inadequate amount of insulin creation by pancreas. 

Type II is caused by malfunction of body cells due to 

less insulin secretion and Gestational diabetes are 

caused to pregnant women due to high sugar level. The 

recent study depicts that more than 18% of women are 

affected by Type III diabetes in their pregnancy times 

[3]. Data analysis helps medical field researches for 

knowledge extraction from dataset leads to take 

appropriate decisions that makes a good progress for 

health care industry [4]. Diabetes prediction using 

Machine Learning methods has been a striking 

research area due to its massive importance. Data 

mining methods used to predict the decisions by 

pattern recognitions, cluster analysis and classification 

techniques [14]. In existing works, the researches  
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focus on supervised methods than unsupervised methods for 

Diabetes prediction. we discussed some prominent recent 

and various existing research works related to diabetics’ and 

other medical disease prediction using ML Techniques.  A 

study was done using SOM and NN, PCA for prediction of 

diabetic analysis [5]. In another work, a multi model was 

designed by kumar et al. employing SVM method for 

attribute selection and eliminating unwanted attributes in 

data sample [6]. Similarly, hybrid work designed using NB 

and K-Means for clustering the data samples into groups [7]. 

Similar study was examined [8] diabetic analysis employing 

MLP, NB, Decision Tree. They proved that NB has good 

efficient performance compared to other methods on pima 

dataset. similarly, a model is developed for Heart disease 

using NN machine learning techniques [9]. The foundation 

of this article constructed as follows. We elucidated pre-

processing process and dataset explanation in section 2. 

Next, ecosystem and framework implemented in this paper 

are highlighted in section 3. Section 4 carries various 

machine learning methods employed in this work. Finally, 

section 5 and 6 gives results and conclusion of the paper. 

A. Pre-processing 

The first step in Pre-Processing process is analysing for 

missing values. It is observed that nearly five features such 

as blood pressure, skin thickness, glucose, insulin and BMI 

have value as 0, which indicates the missing values in 

dataset. the missing values should be treated to improve the 

efficiency of the model. So, we replaced missing values into 

average values of each and every column. Next the dataset is 

introduced to Spearman method to evaluate the correlation 

between the values. We noticed that majority of the data 

belongs to healthy people and less amount belongs to people 

who suffers from diabetics. After applying Spearman 

method for attribute correlation, it is observed that age, 

pregnancy, insulin, glucose, skin thickness and BMI are 

correlated to target variable [15]. In that glucose and insulin 

are highly correlated to the target. 
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Fig.1.2. Count Plot for Diabetes Vs Healthy ones 

 

Fig.1.3. Correlation between the Attributes 

a. Dataset 

Pima Indian data sample for this analysis were collected 

from UCI database. It is one the standard 768 instances and 

eight various features. We observed 500 records were non 

diabetics and only 268 were diabetics patients [13]. The 

records were collected from women staying near phoenix 

location. The various features of pima Indian sample are 

depicted in fig.2.1. 

 

Fig.2.1. various features in pima Indian data 

sample 

II. FRAMEWORK PROPOSED 

The framework in this work consists of three phases. The 

first phase employs pre-processing stage which deals with 

missing value analysis. We used Spearman Technique for 

feature selection and correlation. Next stage consists of 

classification process. Here we employed three benchmark 

algorithms such as Random Forest, Neural Networks and 

Gradient Boosting. The last phase takes the prediction 

phase. We examined the dataset with these three methods 

and predicted Gradient Boosting algorithm performs well 

among all. For evaluating the model, three standard metrics 

were used such as ROC, Recall and Accuracy. 

 

Fig.3.1. Systematic Task Flow of Work Employed 

III. MACHINE LEARNING METHODS 

a. Neural Networks 

Multilayer perceptron is a method for designing feed-

forward ANN. It integrates various perceptron to 

design a non-linear boundary [12]. The main role of 

perceptron holds on activation function, weights, 

processor and bias. The three main layers in Multilayer 

perceptron is final layer, middle layer and initial layer. 

The input data are feed into initial layer and perceptron 

parameters are passed along with layer. By modifying 

the parameters, the higher accuracy is obtained. The 

activation function is accelerated in middle 

intermediate layer to predict the target.  

The steps for Neural network algorithm  

1. For each and every layer in NN model, nodes 

are generated automatically, 

2. Initially, target value is set as zero 

3. Update the target value with weights from 

previous layer estimation 

4. Target value+=weight* value obtained from 

other nodes in layer 

5. Target value rate = sig (Target value rate) 

b. Random Forest 

Random forest method creates a forest with various 

number of trees. It is a supervised algorithm that is 

robust and produce high accuracy [11]. This algorithm 

is more useful for both regression and classification 

work. Handling missing values as well as overfitting 

are well performed using random forest. It creates a lot 

of subsets with a random value to make decisions. 

Random forest algorithm works as a large collection of 

decorrelated decision trees. 

With all decision trees to 

create a ranking of 
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classifiers and make the class prediction. 

 The steps for random forest algorithm 

1. Randomly pick “U” attributes from overall 

“Q” features 

2. Consider U<<Q 

3. Evaluate the node “X” by best fragment 

position.  

4. Daughter nodes are obtained by dividing by 

best fragmentation.  

5. Iterate the process till desired number of nodes 

are obtained.  

6. Finally, forest by designed by “N” tress 

c. Gradient booting 

Gradient boosting method creates step-wise process 

and increments the algorithm on basis of loss function 

[10]. The errors are detected and rectified to improve 

the accuracy. Generally, boosting checks models 

which decrease the loss function obtained from trained 

samples. From these calculations the errors are 

measured and analysed for optimal prediction of 

results. Loss function calculates the range of detected 

rate which compares with desired target. Onward 

stepwise process is most popular method for updating 

different with various attributes. The accuracy is 

optimized by reducing loss function and adding base 

learners at all stages. 

Steps for gradient Boosting method 

1. Consider a sample of target values as P 

2. Estimate the error in target values  

3. Update and adjust the weights to reduce error 

M 

4. P[x]=p[x]+alpha M[x] 

5. Model Learners are analysed and calculated by 

loss function F 

6. Repeat steps till desired & target result P 

 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 

The first model was created using Neural Network and cross 

validation was employed to optimize the regulation 

parameter. They number of hidden layers are fixed by trial 

and error process to increase the accuracy of model. Multi-

Layer perceptron is used for designing Neural Network 

classifier. We fixed solver as ‘lbfgs’, activation function as 

relu, learning rate as ‘adaptive’, hidden layers as 10,10,10 

and random state as 9. It is observed that this model works 

good only for healthy patients but it struggles for diabetes 

patients. Next, we designed random forest model using 

“n_estimators”. We see that, the same classification results 

happened in Neural Networks i.e providing good results for 

healthy samples alone. Finally, we created a Gradient 

Boosting Classifier with Max_depth parameter.  It is 

observed that gradient boosting models outperforms other 

two models by producing high scores in all criteria.  

 

Fig.5.1. ROC Comparison 

Table.1.2. Experimental Results of Machine Learning 

methods used in this work 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Diabetes is one of the most common disease for humans 

today. Data mining methods are very helpful for detecting it 

in early stage. This work presents machine learning based 

diabetes prediction using classifier methods. The 

comparative experimental analysis reveals that Gradient 

Boosting Classifier outperforms Random forest and Neural 

networks. The future scope can be extended to figure out the 

features impacting by hybrid of feature selection methods 

with classifiers for real life large dataset.  
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Important notes

Abstract

This paper presents the numerical simulation studies of upgraded system for single-

mode fiber (SMF wired)/free space optics (FSO wireless) under high-speed operation

of 10 Gb/s. Further, the maximum reach of the system is analyzed based on various

advanced modulation techniques, namely phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK),

quadrature amplitude modulation, differential phase-shift keying, frequency shift

keying, pulse amplitude modulation and different optical amplifiers, namely erbium-

doped fiber amplifier, traveling wave semiconductor optical amplifier and parametric

optical amplifier, respectively. The overall system studies are done by optiwave

system software through which bit error rate and Q-factor are studied. The trade-off

between different all-optical amplifiers and modulation techniques is studied to

show the enhancement of upgrading system. The simulation results show that the

maximum reach of distance belongs to CPFSK modulation scheme.
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Cut set-based Dynamic Key frame selection and Adaptive Layer-based Background
Modeling for background subtraction☆
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A R T I C L E I N F O

Keywords:
Cut set-based Dynamic Key frame selection
Adaptive Layer-based Background Modeling
Background subtraction
Object tracking

A B S T R A C T

Background subtraction has been widely discussed in video surveillance, but it still has open challenges such
as dynamic background, illumination variation. To address these challenges a novel Cut set-based Dynamic Key
frame selection (CDK) and Adaptive Layer-based Background Modeling (ALBM) approach for background sub-
traction is proposed which adaptively changes layers in the background model for each scenario such as static,
dynamic background and high illumination.

The concept of key frame is used to choose representative frames from the video. In order to capture the in-
variant directional codes of each spatio-temporal patch symmetric operators such as line and rotational symmetry
are used. The proposed method identifies highly similar static spatio-temporal patches and sets it as background
there by reducing the computational complexity in the foreground detection step. Both qualitative and quantita-
tive evaluations on challenging video sequences demonstrate that the proposed algorithm performs background
subtraction more favorably than the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

In most video analytic systems, background subtraction is performed
for moving foreground detection. In static cameras, background sub-
traction is performed by maintaining a statistical model of the back-
ground and then comparing its difference from each incoming video
frame. Then, this background model is kept updated to reflect illumi-
nation variation or any structural change in the background over time
[1,3].

Existing Background Subtraction (BS) techniques are reliable and
produce acceptable detection results either with scenario specific pa-
rameter tuning or when scene dynamics remains stable. However, due
to over-reliance on statistical observations, these techniques show un-
predictable performance in dynamic unconstrained scenarios where the
characteristics of the operating environment are either unknown or
change abruptly [17].

In this paper, a new BS technique, called Cut set-based Dynamic
Key frame selection (CDK) and Adaptive Layer-based Background Mod-
eling (ALBM) is proposed, that shows reliable detection performance

across dynamic unconstrained scenarios without requiring any sce-
nario-specific parameter tuning.

The contribution can be summarized as follows:

• Adaptive layer-based strategy can be used to develop an accurate
background model.

• To overcome the limitation of key frame selection step at the time
of cut transition, Cut set-based Dynamic Key frame selection (CDK)
process is introduced which can be used to create a invariant and
adaptive background model.

This is an extension to the already published work with RSDT (Ro-
tational Symmetry Dynamic Texture) and SCD (Similar-Congruent-Dis-
similar) based Scoring model [10]. In this approach symmetrical opera-
tors such as line and rotational symmetry can be used to overcome the
problem in dynamic background. So, in the proposed approach, sym-
metrical operators are utilized to create an invariant background model.
Even though it gives good results it has to overcome the limitation with
key frame selection and background model creation.
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Abstract Nowadays, thermal image processing has gained more attention. Thermal camera’s
cost is decreasing, and so many real-time applications use thermal cameras since they have an
ability to detect objects in darkness and track objects in the video. A background subtraction
approach using Reflectional Symmetry Pattern (RSP) for thermal image background subtrac-
tion is proposed based on the assumption that the geometric reflectional symmetrical pattern of
each of the objects (person) is much lower than the surrounding background. Reflectional
symmetrical texture pattern can be used to create a subspace from the result of frame
differencing approach. Statistical parameters such as VP (Vector Product), VD (Vector Direc-
tion) can be used to create an accurate background model. As a result, the proposed scheme
can provide a high precision and less error rate to meet the requirements of object detection
from real-time thermal videos.

Keywords Vector product . Vector direction . Reflectional symmetrical patterns

1 Introduction

Today, terrorism, crime, robbery, shop-lifting, and accidents are the major threat to people.
Video surveillance is used to control, reduce, and identify the main reasons for these threats.
But these cameras are capable of capturing the image in the visible spectrum. So, automatically
this system is dependent on lighting conditions and its performance also depends on various
other environmental factors. In an outdoor environment, if the electric lights are turned off,
then the security is also turned off so there is no use of the surveillance system. But thermal
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Abstract 

We are exposed into Big Data era due to the wide range usage of social media and 
mobile networks. Big data benefits both research and industrial fields. This proposed 
system will present personalized travel sequence using the heterogeneous data collec-
ted from travelogues, community contributed photos and tags, geo-location associated 
with the photos. The system proposes personalized travel sequence recommendation. 
The system uses data taken from travelogues and community contributed photos. 
Compared to other existing system, this system is not only personalized to user’s inter-
est of travel, but it can also recommend a sequence in which the user need to travel 
instead of individual Points of Interest. Tags, cost, visiting time and visiting season are 
included in the Topical package space. This is mined to connect the communication gap 
between user’s preference and routes he need to travel. Here we make use of two kinds 
of social media which are travelogue and community-contributed photos. Then we will 
map both routes and user’s textual descriptions with the topical package space in order 
to get user topical package model and route topical package model. Popular routes are 
arranged based on the similarities between user package and route package in order to 
give personalized POI sequence. Then the famous top ranked routes are optimized by 
using user’s travel records. Then images which are called representative images with 
viewpoints and seasonal conditions of POIs are shown to the user to offer a more good 
impression. This is the overall idea of the proposed system which will provide more 
efficiency to the user travel experience.
Keywords: Topical package model, Point of interest, Social media
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Abstract: 
 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is experiencing a tremendous growth in areas of 
research and industry; however, still suffers from security issues.  Conventional 
security mechanisms haven’t really proven to offer optimum security. 
BlockChain (BC) is a new revolutionary technology that utilizes the crypto-
currency Bitcoin, which has been used recently to provide security and privacy in 
peer-to-peer networks. The Internet of Things (IoT), blockchain, and peer-to-peer 
methodologies assumes an imperative part in the improvement of decentralized 
information serious applications. Our objective is to understand whether the 
blockchain and IoT design can be utilized in the encourage of decentralized 
applications. As an initial phase in our examination procedure, a methodical 
writing survey on IoT engineering and its present issues with the 
countermeasures for vulnerabilities in IoT design are talked about. We 
discovered countermeasures that tends to the assaults in the IoT engineering. To 
assemble learning on the present utilization of innovation, a blockchain display 
is archived its present level of Honesty. We likewise found a few issues in 
respectability and found that the blockchain generally relies upon the trouble of 
the Proof-of-Work and trustworthiness of miners. We archived and considered 
the present employments of the blockchain and addresses the previously 
mentioned issues. 
 

Keywords-Internet of Things, Blockchain, Integrity, Security, Proof-of-Work.  
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Abstract: In the current era, cloud computing is the major focus of distributed computing and it helps in satisfying
the requirements of the business world. It provides facilities on demand under all the parameters of the computing, such
as infrastructure, platform, and software, across the globe. One of the major challenges in the cloud environment is to
cluster the resources and schedule the jobs among the resource clusters. Many existing approaches failed to provide an
optimal solution for job scheduling due to inefficient clustering of resources. In the proposed system, a novel algorithm
called resource differentiation based on equivalence node potential (RDENP) is proposed for clustering the resources in
a simulated wireless personal cloud environment. The performance evaluation is done among the existing and proposed
approaches; as a result, the proposed RDENP algorithm produces the optimal solution for clustering the resources,
which will lead to an efficient scheduling policy in a cloud environment in the future. To take this idea forward, an
optimal energy consumption algorithm is to be designed to process the jobs among the resources and to minimize the
infrastructure of the cloud environment by clustering the resources virtually.

Key words: Cloud computing, resource clustering, node weight, resource clustering algorithm, RDENP

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is predicted to be a great distributed technology for at least the next ten years in the business
sector and economics, as it develops gradually and expands its characteristics across organizations. The future
evolution of the Internet of services depends only on the cloud computing, which allows the on-demand supply
of application platforms, software, and computing hardware resources [1]. Due to the enormous increase in the
usage of mobile devices, cloud computing is also used in wireless mode to enrich the utilization of mobile devices
in today’s businesses. The structure of cloud-based wireless networks includes mobile clouds, cloud-based radio
access networks, reconfigurable networks, and data centers [2]. The wireless cloud network undergoes minimum
latency and well-formed communication among various users and acts as a macro relay node in the environment
[3]. Many hurdles have been faced to improve the performance of the mobile environment, such as storage,
bandwidth, and battery life, and these hurdles are cleared by combining a mobile environment and cloud
computing [4].

This paragraph states the opportunities and challenges in cloud computing. There are many opportunities
for researchers to do research in various types of resource scheduling in cloud computing such as cost-aware
resource scheduling, energy-aware resource scheduling, load balancing-aware resource scheduling, efficiency-
∗Correspondence: mkowsigan@gmail.com
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Abstract--- Frequent cases of personal data leakage has 

brought back into the focus the security issues with the different 

identity sharing mechanisms. A customer is expected to provide 

his personal identity for the authentication by different agencies. 

The KYC procedures which are used by the banks  is completely 

dependent on the encryption  which is slow and it can lead to the 

loss of customer details to other theirs party  financial 

institutions. This system can be efficient by using the Blockchain 

technology, which has the potential to automate a lot of manual 

process and it is also resistant to hacks of any sort. The 

immutable blockchain block and its distributed ledger is the 

perfect complement to the opaque process of KYC. With the 

addition of the smart contacts fraud detection can be automated. 

For KYC identity details storage, the banks can develop a shared 

private blockchain within the bank premise and the same can be 

used for verifying the documents. This allows the user to get 

control of their sensitive documents and also makes it easier for 

banks to obtain the documents they need for compliance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

KYC (know your customer) is the common procedure 

which  are used by the banks and the financial institutions to 

obtain customer information like Aadhar card, PAN card 

and the address proof  .Current KYC procedures which are 

used by the leading banks and financial corporations around 

the world are completely dependent on the human beings. 

KYC  rules is used for mandating every customer of the 

bank to prove the authenticity of their existence by 

submitting the proof of identity  and the  proof of address 

.As the result banks across the world spends a lot of 

resources on the KYC process which involves collecting, 

tracking and storing the huge amount of data, so  that it may 

be reported to regulatory agencies in a timely fashion. the 

emergence of the digital  wallets like patym means that the 

same KYC procedure has to be repeated several times by the 

various companies and stored in all of their separate 

databases. these databases are prone to hacks and also 

causes a lot of data redundancy and data theft. these KYC 

documents that are required to establish the customer’s 

identity at the time of opening of savings bank account 

,fixed deposit, mutual funds etc. KYC documents has been 

made mandatory along with the photograph of the customer 

because of fraud accounts and money laundering .thus to 

reduce as much fraud as possible and as an anti money 

laundering parameter .the blockchain is the best platform 
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which enhances the security value of the information. 

Blockchain can enable us to storing the data on a 

decentralized network which makes use of the unused space 

on people’s devices across the world to store files. this 

technology is effective that can help prevent data breaches 

in the financial sector. And it is a secure and reliable method 

which can be used for storing the sensitive data. the 

blockchain network can be public or private depending upon 

the use case which enhances the security of the application. 

the detailed description regarding the transaction is recorded 

and the main feature is that it is immutable. No hackers can 

change the data which has been recorded. this is pretty well 

suitable for financial applications . 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The technology which was used before hand for storing 

the data is the encryption technique. Considering the 

openness and cross domains the identity is been stored by 

means of encryption. Identity based encryption is been used 

as the substitute to public key encryption .It is invoked by 

using the private key generator (PKG) throughout user 

revocation. the sender has access to the public parameters of 

the system and can encrypt a message using the value. the 

receiver obtains the decryption key having the trusted 

mechanism. the encryption schemes are currently based on 

the bilinear pairings. the advantage of this identity based 

encryption scheme is that it is better for finite numbers of 

users, after  all users have been issued with keys the theirs 

party’s secret can be destroyed. In the other method the 

efficient searching on encrypted data sent to the  cloud with 

the equality test  which has been identified as the better 

solution. the users can search on the outsourced data to 

determine the two ciphertexts are the encrypted version of 

the plaintext .Such techniques are inefficient particularly for 

deployment. the identity based encryption and the identity 

based signature are used along with the authentication 

protocol for the cloud computing for storing the user details 

which has the high scalability. the anonymous multi receiver 

encryption scheme can not only protect the privacy of the 

receiver but also ensures the security of the message. 

However the computational cost of this scheme is very 

larger. It is not suitable for the sender which has the limited 

source  such as the mobile nodes. the sender can encrypt the 

message using the unique information of the user as its 

public key .the receiver obtains the information via the 

central authority. 

The blockchain based techniques is been preferred 

nowadays for the secured sharing of the identity for the 

banks or the financial sectors. there are many platforms 

which can restrict the access for the network on public or 

private scale.  
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